iPhone camera basics
Learn how to take photos with Camera
on your iPhone. Choose from camera modes such as
Photo, Video, Cinematic, Pano, and Portrait, and zoom in or out to frame your shot.

Open Camera
To open Camera, do any of the following:
•
•

Tap Camera
on the iPhone Home Screen.
Swipe left on the iPhone Lock Screen.

•

Touch and hold

•

Open Control Center, then tap

on the iPhone Lock Screen.
.

Siri: Say something like: “Open Camera.” Learn how to use Siri.
Note: For your security, a green dot appears in the top-right corner of the screen when Camera is in
use. See Control access to hardware features.
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Take a photo
Open Camera, then tap the Shutter button or press either volume button to take the shot.

Switch between camera modes
Photo is the standard mode that you see when you open Camera. Use Photo mode to take still
photos and Live Photos. Swipe left or right on the camera screen to choose one of the following
camera modes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Video: Record a video; see Record a video.
Time-lapse: Create a time-lapse video of motion over a period of time; see Record a timelapse video.
Slo-mo: Record a video with a slow-motion effect; see Record a slow-motion video.
Pano: Capture a panoramic landscape or other scene; see Take a panoramic photo.
Portrait: Apply a depth-of-field effect to your photos (on supported models); see Take a photo
in Portrait mode.
Cinematic: Apply a depth-of-field effect to your videos (on supported models); see Record
Cinematic videos.
Square: Take photos with a square ratio.
On iPhone 11 and later, tap
ratios.

, then tap 4:3 to choose between square, 4:3, or 16:9 aspect

To save a mode other than Photo as the default mode when you open Camera, see Save camera
settings on iPhone.

Zoom in or out
•
•

On all models, open Camera and pinch the screen to zoom in or out.
On iPhone models with Dual and Triple camera systems, toggle between 0.5x, 1x, 2x, 2.5x,
and 3x to quickly zoom in or out (depending on your model). For a more precise zoom, touch
and hold the zoom controls, then drag the slider right or left.

Use iPhone camera tools to set up your shot
Before taking a photo, you can use Camera

tools to customize and improve your shot.

Adjust the camera’s focus and exposure
Before you take a photo, the iPhone camera automatically sets the focus and exposure, and face
detection balances the exposure across many faces. If you want to manually adjust the focus and
exposure, do the following:
1. Open Camera.
2. Tap the screen to show the automatic focus area and exposure setting.
3. Tap where you want to move the focus area.

4. Next to the focus area, drag

up or down to adjust the exposure.

To lock your manual focus and exposure settings for upcoming shots, touch and hold the
focus area until you see AE/AF Lock; tap the screen to unlock settings.
On iPhone 11 and later, you can precisely set and lock the exposure for upcoming shots. Tap

,

tap
, then move the slider to adjust the exposure. The exposure locks until the next time you
open Camera. To save the exposure control so it’s not reset when you open Camera, go to
Settings

> Camera > Preserve Settings, then turn on Exposure Adjustment.

Turn the flash on or off
Your iPhone camera is set to automatically use the flash when needed. To manually control the flash
before you take a photo, do the following:
•

On iPhone XS, iPhone XR, and later: Tap
then tap

•

to turn the automatic flash on or off. Tap

,

below the frame to choose Auto, On, or Off.

On iPhone X and earlier: Tap

, then choose Auto, On, or Off.

Take a photo with a filter
Use a filter to give your photo a color effect.
1. Open Camera, choose Photo or Portrait mode, then do one of the following:
o

On iPhone XS, iPhone XR, and later: Tap

, then tap

.

o On iPhone X and earlier: Tap
at the top of the screen.
2. Below the viewer, swipe the filters left or right to preview them; tap one to apply it.

You can remove or change a photo’s filter in Photos. See Revert an edited photo or video.

Use the timer
You can set a timer on your iPhone camera to give yourself time to get in the shot.
To set a timer, open Camera, then do one of the following:
•

On iPhone XS, iPhone XR, and later: Tap
Shutter button to start the timer.

•

On iPhone X and earlier: Tap
timer.

, tap

, choose 3s or 10s, then tap the

, choose 3s or 10s, then tap the Shutter button to start the

Use a grid to straighten your shot
To display a grid on the camera screen that can help you straighten and compose your shot, go to
Settings

> Camera, then turn on Grid.

After you take a photo, you can use the editing tools in the Photos app to further align shots and
adjust horizontal and vertical perspective. See Straighten and adjust perspective.

Apply Photographic Styles with your iPhone
Camera
On iPhone 13 models, iPhone 14 models, and iPhone SE (3rd generation), you can apply a
Photographic Style that customizes how Camera
captures photos. Choose from the preset
styles—Rich Contrast, Vibrant, Warm, or Cool—then customize them further by adjusting the tone and
warmth values. Camera applies your choice every time you take a photo in Photo mode. You can
change and adjust Photographic Styles right in Camera.
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Choose a Photographic Style
Camera is automatically set to Standard—a balanced style that is true to life. To apply a different
Photographic Style, do the following:
1. Open Camera, then tap
2. Tap
o
o
o
o

.

, then swipe left to preview the different styles:
Rich Contrast: Darker shadows, richer colors, and stronger contrast create a dramatic
look.
Vibrant: Wonderfully bright and vivid colors create a brilliant yet natural look.
Warm: Golden undertones create a warmer look.
Cool: Blue undertones create a cooler look.

To customize a Photographic Style, tap the Tone and Warmth controls below the frame, then
drag the slider left or right to adjust the value. Tap
3. Tap

to reset the values.

to apply the Photographic Style.

To change or adjust a Photographic Style that you set, tap

at the top of the screen.

You can also change Photographic Styles in Settings: go to Settings
Styles.

> Camera > Photographic

Take Live Photos with your iPhone camera
Use Camera
to take Live Photos with your iPhone. A Live Photo captures what happens just
before and after you take your photo, including the audio. You take a Live Photo just like you do a
normal photo.
1. Open Camera.
2. Make sure Camera is set to Photo mode and that Live Photo is turned on.
When Live Photo is on, the Live Photo button
appears at the top of the camera screen. A
slash through the Live Photo button means that the feature is off. Tap the button to turn Live
Photo on or off.
3. Tap the Shutter button to take a Live Photo.
4. To play the Live Photo, tap the photo thumbnail at the bottom of the screen, then touch and
hold the screen to play it.
To edit and add effects to Live Photos, see Edit Live Photos.
Note: Live Photos aren’t available when ProRAW is turned on. See Take Apple ProRAW photos with
your iPhone camera.

Capture action shots with Burst mode on your
iPhone camera
Use Burst mode with Camera
to capture a moving subject, or when you want to take multiple
high-speed photos so that you have a range of photos to choose from. You can take Burst photos
with the rear and front-facing cameras.
1. Open Camera.
2. Do one of the following:
o On iPhone XS, iPhone XR, and later models: Swipe the Shutter button to the left.
o On iPhone X and earlier models: Touch and hold the Shutter button.
The counter shows how many shots you’ve taken.
3. Lift your finger to stop.
4. To select the photos you want to keep, tap the Burst thumbnail, then tap Select.
Gray dots below the thumbnails mark the suggested photos to keep.
5. Tap the circle in the lower-right corner of each photo you want to save as an individual photo,
then tap Done.
To delete the entire Burst, tap the thumbnail, then tap

.

Tip: You can also press and hold the volume up button to take Burst shots. Go to
Settings
and later).

> Camera, then turn on Use Volume Up for Burst (available on iPhone XS, iPhone XR,

Take a selfie with your iPhone camera
Use Camera
to take a selfie in Photo mode and Portrait mode (on iPhone X and later), or to
record in Video mode.
To learn about camera modes, see Switch between camera modes.
1. Open Camera.
2. Tap
or
(depending on your model) to switch to the front-facing camera.
3. Hold your iPhone in front of you.
Tip: On iPhone 11 models, iPhone 12 models, iPhone 13 models, and iPhone 14 models, tap
the arrows inside the frame to increase the field of view.
4. Tap the Shutter button or press either volume button to take the shot or start recording.

To take a selfie that captures the shot as you see it in the front-facing camera frame, rather than
reversing it, go to Settings
> Camera, then turn on Mirror Front Camera (on iPhone XS,
iPhone XR, and later) or Mirror Front Photos (iPhone X and earlier).

Take panoramic photos with your iPhone camera
Use Camera

to take a panoramic photo of your surroundings in Pano mode.

To learn about camera modes, see Switch between camera modes.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Choose Pano mode.
Tap the Shutter button.
Pan slowly in the direction of the arrow, keeping it on the center line.
To finish, tap the Shutter button again.

Tap the arrow to pan in the opposite direction. To pan vertically, rotate iPhone to landscape
orientation. You can reverse the direction of a vertical pan, too.

Take macro photos and videos with your iPhone
camera
Camera
on iPhone 13 Pro, iPhone 13 Pro Max, iPhone 14 Pro, and iPhone 14 Pro Max uses the
Ultra Wide camera to capture macro photography—stunning close-ups in sharp focus. You can take
macro photos and Live Photos, and shoot macro slow-motion and time-lapse videos.

Take a macro photo or video
1. Open Camera, then select Photo or Video mode.
2. Get close to the subject—as close as 2 centimeters. The camera will automatically switch to
the Ultra Wide camera.
3. Tap the Shutter button to take a photo or the Record button to start and stop recording video.

Take a macro slow-motion or time-lapse video
1. Open Camera, then select Slo-mo or Time-lapse mode.
2. Tap .5x to switch to the Ultra Wide camera, then move close to the subject.
3. Tap the Record button to start and stop recording.
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Control automatic macro switching
You can control when the camera automatically switches to the Ultra Wide camera for capturing
macro photos and videos.
1. Go to Settings
> Camera, then turn on Macro Control.
2. Open Camera, then get close to your subject.
When you get within macro distance of your subject,
3. Tap

appears on the screen.

to turn off automatic macro switching.

Tip: If the photo or video becomes blurry, you can back up or tap .5x to switch to the Ultra
Wide camera.
4. Tap

to turn automatic macro switching back on.

Automatic macro switching is re-enabled the next time you use Camera within macro distance. If you
want to maintain your Macro Control setting between camera sessions, go to Settings > Camera >
Preserve Settings and turn on Macro Control.

Take Portrait mode photos with your iPhone
camera
With Camera
on models that support Portrait mode, you can apply a depth-of-field effect that
keeps your subject—people, pets, objects, and more—sharp while creating a beautifully blurred
foreground and background. You can apply and adjust different lighting effects to your Portrait mode
photos, and on iPhone X and later, you can even take a selfie in Portrait mode.
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Take a photo in Portrait mode
On iPhone 8 Plus, iPhone X, and later, you can apply studio-quality lighting effects to your Portrait
mode photos.

1. Open Camera, then select Portrait mode.
2. Follow the tips onscreen to frame your subject in the yellow portrait box.
3. Drag

to choose a lighting effect:
Natural Light: The face is in sharp focus against a blurred background.
Studio Light: The face is brightly lit, and the photo has an overall clean look.
Contour Light: The face has dramatic shadows with highlights and lowlights.
Stage Light: The face is spotlit against a deep black background.
Stage Light Mono: The effect is similar to Stage Light, but the photo is in classic black
and white.
o High-Key Light Mono: Creates a grayscale subject on a white background (available on
iPhone XS, iPhone XR, and later).
4. Tap the Shutter button to take the shot.
o
o
o
o
o

After you take a photo in Portrait mode, you can remove the Portrait mode effect if you don’t like it. In
the Photos app

, open the photo, tap Edit, then tap Portrait to turn the effect on or off.

Note: On iPhone 12 Pro, iPhone 12 Pro Max, iPhone 13 Pro, iPhone 13 Pro Max, iPhone 14 Pro, and
iPhone 14 Pro Max, Night mode turns on when you take a Portrait mode photo in low-light situations
with the wide (1x) lens. To learn more about Night mode, see Take Night mode photos.

Note: On iPhone XR, Stage Light, Stage Light Mono, and High-Key Light Mono are only available when
you use the front camera.

Adjust Depth Control in Portrait mode
On iPhone XS, iPhone XR, and later, use the Depth Control slider to adjust the level of background
blur in your Portrait mode photos.

1. Open Camera, select Portrait mode, then frame your subject.
2. Tap

in the top-right corner of the screen.

The Depth Control slider appears below the frame.
3. Drag the slider to the right or left to adjust the effect.
4. Tap the Shutter button to take the shot.
After you take a photo in Portrait mode, you can use the Depth Control slider in Photos to further
adjust the background blur effect. See Edit Portrait mode photos.
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Adjust Portrait Lighting effects in Portrait mode
On iPhone XS, iPhone XR, and later, you can virtually adjust the position and intensity of each Portrait
Lighting effect to sharpen eyes or brighten and smooth facial features.
1. Open Camera, select Portrait mode, then drag
2. Tap

to choose a lighting effect.

at the top of the screen.

The Portrait Lighting slider appears below the frame.
3. Drag the slider to the right or left to adjust the effect.
4. Tap the Shutter button to take the shot.
After you take a photo in Portrait mode, you can use the Portrait Lighting slider in Photos to further
adjust the lighting effect. See Edit Portrait mode photos.

Take Night mode photos with your iPhone camera
On iPhone 11 models, iPhone 12 models, iPhone 13 models, and iPhone 14 models, Camera
can use Night mode to capture more detail and brighten your shots in low-light situations. The length
of the exposure in Night mode is determined automatically, but you can experiment with the manual
controls.
Tip: Use a tripod for even more detailed Night mode photos.
Night mode is available on the following iPhone models and cameras:
•
•
•

iPhone 14 Pro, iPhone 14 Pro Max, iPhone 13 Pro, and iPhone 13 Pro Max: Ultra Wide (0.5x)
camera, Wide (1x) camera, Telephoto (3x) camera, and front camera
iPhone 14 models, iPhone 13 models, and iPhone 12 models: Ultra Wide (0.5x) camera, Wide
(1x) camera, and front camera
iPhone 11 models: Wide (1x) camera

Night mode is also available in Portrait mode on iPhone 12 Pro, iPhone 12 Pro Max, iPhone 13 Pro,
iPhone 13 Pro Max, iPhone 14 Pro, and iPhone 14 Pro Max.
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1. Open Camera.
In low-light situations, Night mode turns on automatically. At the top of the screen,
turns
yellow and a number appears next to it to indicate how many seconds the camera will take to
expose the photo.
2. To experiment with Night mode, tap
, then use the slider below the frame to choose
between the Auto and Max timers. With Auto, the time is determined automatically; Max uses
the longest time. The setting you choose is saved for your next Night mode shot.
3. Tap the Shutter button, then hold the camera still to take your shot.
Crosshairs appear in the frame if your iPhone detects movement during capture—align the
crosshairs to help you reduce motion and improve the shot.
To stop taking a Night mode shot mid-capture, tap the Stop button below the slider.
You can take Night mode selfies and time-lapse videos with all iPhone 12 models, iPhone 13
models,, and iPhone 14 models. You can capture Portrait mode photos with Night mode on
iPhone 12 Pro, iPhone 12 Pro Max, iPhone 13 Pro, iPhone 13 Pro Max, iPhone 14 Pro, and
iPhone 14 Pro Max.

Take Apple ProRAW photos with your iPhone
camera
On iPhone 12 Pro, iPhone 12 Pro Max, iPhone 13 Pro, iPhone 13 Pro Max, iPhone 14 Pro, and
iPhone 14 Pro Max, you can use Camera
to take photos in Apple ProRAW. Apple ProRAW
combines the information of a standard RAW format along with iPhone image processing to offer
additional creative control when you make adjustments to exposure, color, and white balance.
Apple ProRAW is available on all cameras, including the front camera. Apple ProRAW isn’t supported
in Portrait mode.

Set up Apple ProRAW
To set up Apple ProRAW on supported models, go to Settings
Apple ProRAW.

> Camera > Formats, then turn on

Note: Apple ProRAW photos retain more information about the images, resulting in larger file sizes.

Take a photo with Apple ProRAW
1. Open Camera, then tap

to turn ProRAW on.

2. Take your shot.
As you shoot, you can toggle between

and

to turn ProRAW on and off.

To preserve your ProRAW setting, go to Settings > Camera > Preserve Settings, then turn on
Apple ProRAW.
To learn more about Apple ProRAW, see the Apple Support article About Apple ProRAW.

Change Apple ProRAW resolution
On iPhone 14 Pro and iPhone 14 Pro Max, you can capture ProRAW photos in 12 MP and 48 MP.
1. Go to Settings
> Camera > Formats.
2. Turn on Apple ProRAW (green is on), tap ProRAW Resolution, then choose 12 MP or 48 MP.

Adjust the shutter volume on your iPhone camera
You can adjust the sound of the shutter in Camera
the side of your iPhone.

, or mute it using the Ring/Silent switch on

Adjust the shutter sound
When Camera is open, swipe down from the top-right corner of the screen to open Control Center,
then drag

to adjust the sound.

Note: The shutter doesn’t make a sound when Live Photos

is turned on.

Mute the shutter sound
Mute the shutter sound using the Ring/Silent switch on the side of your iPhone. (In some countries
or regions, muting is disabled.)

Adjust HDR camera settings on iPhone
HDR (high dynamic range) in Camera
helps you get great shots in high-contrast situations.
iPhone takes several photos in rapid succession at different exposures and blends them together to
bring more highlight and shadow detail to your photos.
By default, iPhone takes photos in HDR (for the rear camera and the front camera) when it’s most
effective. iPhone 12 models, iPhone 13 models, and iPhone 14 models, record video in HDR to
capture true-to-life color and contrast.

Turn off automatic HDR
By default, iPhone automatically uses HDR when it’s most effective. On some iPhone models, you
can manually control HDR instead.
•

On iPhone XS, iPhone XR, iPhone 11 models, iPhone SE (2nd generation), and iPhone 12

•

models: Go to Settings
> Camera, then turn off Smart HDR. Then from the camera
screen, tap HDR to turn it off or on.
On iPhone 8, iPhone 8 Plus, and iPhone X: Go to Settings > Camera, then turn off Auto HDR.
To turn HDR back on from the camera screen, tap HDR, then tap On.

Keep the non-HDR version of a photo
By default, the HDR version of a photo is saved in Photos. On iPhone X and earlier models, you can
also save the non-HDR version.
Go to Settings

> Camera, then turn on Keep Normal Photo.

Turn HDR video off and on
On iPhone 12 models, iPhone 13 models, and iPhone 14 models, iPhone records video in Dolby
Vision HDR for true-to-life color and contrast. To turn off HDR video recording, go to
Settings

> Camera > Record Video, then turn off HDR Video.

See the Apple Support article Play and record HDR video on iPhone or iPad.

Play and record HDR video on iPhone or iPad
Support for high dynamic range (HDR) video, such as HDR movies and TV shows from Apple and
other providers, requires a compatible iPhone or iPad.

Models that support HDR
Identify your iPhone model or iPad model, then check its specifications to learn whether it supports
playing video in HDR, recording video in HDR, or both.

How to play HDR video
When watching HDR content, such as HDR movies and TV shows from Apple or other providers, your
device automatically plays the video in high dynamic range.
The brightness and color of HDR video may vary depending on your device and the lighting in your
environment. Lower lighting conditions, such as in a dim room, enhance the visual effect of HDR.

How to record HDR video
Devices that support HDR video recording
have an HDR Video setting. Use this setting
to control whether your device records video
in high dynamic range.

Record videos with your iPhone camera
Use Camera
to record videos and QuickTake videos on your iPhone. Learn how to change modes
to take Cinematic, slow-motion, and time-lapse videos.
Note: For your privacy, a green dot appears in the top-right corner of the screen when Camera is in
use. See Control access to hardware features on iPhone.

Record a video
1. Open Camera, then select Video mode.
2. Tap the Record button or press either volume button to start recording. While recording, you
can do the following:
o Press the white Shutter button to snap a still photo.
o Pinch the screen to zoom in and out.
o For a more precise zoom on models with Dual and Triple camera systems, touch and
hold 1x, then drag the slider to the left.
3. Tap the Record button or press either volume button to stop recording.

By default, video records at 30 frames per second (fps). Depending on your model, you can choose
other frame rates and video resolution settings in Settings
frame rates and higher resolutions result in larger video files.

> Camera > Record Video. Faster

Use Action mode
On iPhone 14 models, Action mode provides improved stabilization while recording in Video mode.
Tap

at the top of the screen to turn Action mode on and

to turn it off.

Note: Action mode works best in bright light. If you want to use Action mode in lower light, go to
Settings
> Camera > Record Video, then turn on Action Mode Lower Light. Action mode has a
maximum capture resolution of 2.8K.

Record a QuickTake video
On iPhone XS, iPhone XR, and later, you can record a QuickTake video. A QuickTake video is a video
you record in Photo mode. While you record a QuickTake video, you can move the Record button into
the lock position and keep taking still photos.
1. Open Camera in Photo mode, then touch and hold the Shutter button to start recording a
QuickTake video.
2. Slide the Shutter button to the right and let go over the lock for hands-free recording.
o Both the Record and Shutter buttons appear below the frame—tap the Shutter button
to take a still photo while recording.
o Swipe up to zoom in on your subject, or if you’re recording hands-free, you can pinch
out on the screen to zoom in.
3. Tap the Record button to stop recording.

Tip: Press and hold the volume up or volume down button to start recording a QuickTake
video in Photo mode.
Tap the thumbnail to view the QuickTake video in the Photos app.

Record a slow-motion video
When you record a video in Slo-mo mode, your video records as normal and you see the slow-motion
effect when you play it back. You can also edit your video so that the slow-motion action starts and
stops at a specific time.
1. Open Camera, then select Slo-mo mode.
On iPhone 11 models, iPhone 12 models, iPhone 13 models, and iPhone 14 models, you can
tap

to record in Slo-mo mode with the front camera.

2. Tap the Record button or press either volume button to start recording.
You can tap the Shutter button to take a still photo while recording.
3. Tap the Record button or press either volume button to stop recording.
To set a portion of the video to play in slow motion and the rest at regular speed, tap the video
thumbnail, then tap Edit. Slide the vertical bars below the frame viewer to define the section you
want to play back in slow motion.

Depending on your model, you can change the slow motion frame rate and resolution. To change
slow-motion recording settings, go to Settings

> Camera > Record Slo-mo.

Tip: Use quick toggles to adjust the video resolution and frame rate while you record. See Use quick
toggles to change video resolution and frame rate.

Record a time-lapse video
Capture footage at selected intervals to create a time-lapse video of an experience over a period of
time—such as a setting sun or traffic flowing.
1. Open Camera, then select Time-lapse mode.
2. Set up your iPhone where you want to capture a scene in motion.
3. Tap the Record button to start recording; tap it again to stop recording.
Tip: On iPhone 12 models and later, use a tripod to capture time-lapse videos with more detail and
brightness when recording in low-light situations.

Record ProRes videos with your iPhone camera
On iPhone 13 Pro, iPhone 13 Pro Max, iPhone 14 Pro, and iPhone 14 Pro Max, you can use Camera
to record and edit videos in ProRes, which offers higher color fidelity and less compression.
ProRes is available on all cameras, including the front camera. ProRes isn’t supported in Cinematic,
Time-lapse, or Slo-Mo mode.
Note: ProRes videos result in larger file sizes. ProRes is available for recording up to 4K at 30 fps,
except on 128GB iPhone models, where recording is only available at 1080p at 30 fps.

Set up ProRes
To set up ProRes, go to Settings

> Camera > Formats, then turn on Apple ProRes.

Record a video with ProRes
1. Open Camera, select Video mode, then tap
to turn ProRes on.
2. Tap the Record button or press either volume button to start recording.
While recording with the back camera, you can pinch to zoom in or out, tap .5x, 1x, 2x, and 3x
(depending on your model) to toggle between lenses, or touch and hold the lens picker, then
slide the dial for more precise zoom control.
3. Tap the Record button or press either volume button to stop recording.
4. Tap

when you want to turn off ProRes.

Record video in Cinematic mode with your iPhone
camera
Cinematic mode applies a depth-of-field effect that keeps the subject of your video sharp while
creating a beautifully blurred foreground and background. iPhone automatically identifies the subject
of the video and keeps it in focus throughout the recording; if a new subject is identified, iPhone
automatically transitions the point of focus. You can also manually adjust the point of focus while
you record, or change it later in the Photos app. Cinematic mode is available on all iPhone 13
models and iPhone 14 models.
1. Open Camera, then select Cinematic mode.
On iPhone 13 Pro, iPhone 13 Pro Max, iPhone 14 Pro, and iPhone 14 Pro Max, you can tap 3
next to 1x before recording to zoom in.
To adjust the depth-of-field effect, tap

, then drag the slider left or right before recording.

2. Tap the Record button or press either volume button to start recording.
o A yellow frame on the screen indicates the person in focus; a gray frame indicates a
person is detected, but not in focus. Tap the gray box to change the focus; tap again to
lock the focus on that person.
o If there isn’t a person in the video, tap anywhere on the screen to set the focus point.
o Touch and hold the screen to lock the focus at a single distance.
3. Tap the Record button or press either volume button to stop recording.
Tip: On iPhone 14 models, you can use quick toggles at the top of the screen to change the video
resolution and frame rate.
After you record a video in Cinematic mode, you can remove or change the cinematic effect. See Edit
Cinematic mode videos on your iPhone.

Change the camera’s video recording settings on
iPhone
By default, Camera
records video at 30 frames per second (fps). Depending on your iPhone
model, you can choose other frame rates and video resolution settings. Faster frame rates and
higher resolutions result in larger video files.
You can also use quick toggles to easily change video resolution and frame rates right on the camera
screen.

Use quick toggles to change video resolution and frame rate
In Video mode, use quick toggles at the top of the screen to change the video resolution and frame
rates available on your iPhone.

On iPhone XS, iPhone XR, and later, tap the quick toggles in the top-right corner to switch between
HD or 4K recording and 24, 25, 30, or 60 fps in Video mode.
To display quick toggles on iPhone X and earlier, go to Settings
turn on Video Format Control.

> Camera > Record Video, then

On iPhone 14 models, quick toggles are available in Cinematic mode to switch between HD or 4K
and 24, 25, or 30 fps.

Adjust Auto FPS settings
On iPhone XS, iPhone XR, and later, iPhone can improve the video quality in low-light situations by
automatically reducing the frame rate to 24 fps.
Go to Settings
•
•

> Camera > Record Video, then do one of the following:

On iPhone 12 models, iPhone 13 models, iPhone 14 models, and iPhone SE (3rd generation):
Tap Auto FPS, then apply Auto FPS to only 30-fps video or to both 30- and 60-fps video.
On iPhone XS, iPhone XR, iPhone 11 models, and iPhone SE (2nd generation): Turn on Auto
Low Light FPS.

Turn stereo recording on and off
On iPhone XS, iPhone XR, and later, iPhone uses multiple microphones to achieve stereo sound. To
turn off stereo recording, go to Settings

> Camera, then turn off Record Stereo Sound.

Turn HDR video off and on
On iPhone 12 models, iPhone 13 models, and iPhone 14 models, iPhone records video in HDR and
shares HDR videos with devices using iOS 13.4, iPadOS 13.4, macOS 10.15.4, or later; other
devices receive an SDR version of the same video. To turn off HDR recording, go to Settings
Camera > Record Video, then turn off HDR Video.

>

Turn Lock Camera on and off
On iPhone 13 models and iPhone 14 models, the Lock Camera setting prevents automatic switching
between cameras while recording video. Lock Camera is off by default. To turn on Lock Camera, go
to Settings

> Camera > Record Video, then turn on Lock Camera.

Turn Enhanced Stabilization off and on
On iPhone 14 models, the Enhanced Stabilization setting zooms in slightly to provide improved
stabilization while recording in Video mode and Cinematic mode. Enhanced Stabilization is on by
default. To turn Enhanced Stabilization off, go to Settings
off Enhanced Stabilization.

> Camera > Record Video, then turn

Save camera settings on iPhone
You can save the last camera mode, filter, lighting, depth, and Live Photo settings you used so
they’re not reset when you next open Camera

.

1. Go to Settings
> Camera > Preserve Settings.
2. Turn on any of the following:
o Camera Mode: Save the last camera mode you used, such as Video or Pano.
See Switch between camera modes.
o

Creative Controls: Save the last settings you used for the filter, lighting option (on
iPhone 8 Plus, iPhone X, and later), or depth control (on iPhone XS, iPhone XR, and
later).
See Take a photo with a filter, Adjust Portrait Lighting effects in Portrait mode, and
Adjust Depth Control in Portrait mode.

o

Macro Control: Preserve the Auto Macro setting rather than automatically using the
Ultra Wide camera to capture macro photos and videos (iPhone 13 Pro,
iPhone 13 Pro Max, iPhone 14 Pro, and iPhone 14 Pro Max).
See Control automatic macro switching.

o

Exposure Adjustment: Save the exposure control setting (on iPhone 11 and later).
See Adjust the camera’s focus and exposure.

o

Night Mode: Save the Night mode setting rather than reset to Auto (on iPhone 12
models, iPhone 13 models, and iPhone 14 models).
See Take Night mode photos with your iPhone camera.

o

Portrait Zoom: Save the Portrait mode zoom rather than reset to the default lens (on
iPhone 11 Pro, iPhone 11 Pro Max, iPhone 12 Pro, iPhone 12 Pro Max, iPhone 13 Pro,
iPhone 13 Pro Max, iPhone 14 Pro, and iPhone 14 Pro Max).
See Take Portrait mode photos with your iPhone camera.

o
o

Action Mode: Keep the Action Mode setting turned on rather than reset to off (on
iPhone 14 models).
Apple ProRAW: Save the Apple ProRAW setting (on iPhone 12 Pro, iPhone 12 Pro Max,
iPhone 13 Pro, iPhone 13 Pro Max, iPhone 14 Pro, and iPhone 14 Pro Max).
See Take Apple ProRAW photos with your iPhone camera.

o

Apple ProRes: Save the Apple ProRes setting (on iPhone 13 Pro, iPhone 13 Pro Max,
iPhone 14 Pro, and iPhone 14 Pro Max).
See Record ProRes videos with your iPhone camera.

o

Live Photo: Save the Live Photo setting.

See Take Live Photos with your iPhone camera.

Change advanced camera settings on iPhone
Learn about advanced Camera
features that let you capture photos faster, apply tailored and
enhanced looks to your photos, and view content outside the camera frame.

Turn View Outside the Frame off and on
On iPhone 11 models, iPhone 12 models, iPhone 13 models, and iPhone 14 models, the camera
preview displays content outside the frame to show you what can be captured by using another lens
in the camera system with a wider field of view. To turn off this display, go to Settings
then turn off View Outside the Frame.

> Camera,

Turn Prioritize Faster Shooting off and on
On iPhone XS, iPhone XR, and later, the Prioritize Faster Shooting setting modifies how images are
processed—allowing you to capture more photos when you rapidly tap the Shutter button.
Prioritize Faster Shooting is on by default. To turn off Prioritize Faster Shooting, go to
Settings

> Camera, then turn off Prioritize Faster Shooting.

Turn Lens Correction off and on
On iPhone 12 models, iPhone 13 models, and iPhone 14 models, the Lens Correction setting adjusts
photos taken with the front camera or Ultra Wide camera for more natural-looking results.
Lens Correction is on by default. To turn off Lens Correction, go to Settings
off Lens Correction.

> Camera, then turn

Turn Scene Detection off and on
On iPhone 12 models, the Scene Detection setting can identify what you’re taking a photo of and
apply a tailored look to bring out the best qualities in the scene.
Scene Detection is on by default. To turn off Scene Detection, go to Settings
turn off Scene Detection.

> Camera, then
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View, share, and print photos on iPhone
All photos and videos you take with Camera
are saved in Photos. With iCloud Photos turned on,
all new photos and videos are automatically uploaded and available in Photos on all your devices
that are set up with iCloud Photos (with iOS 8.1, iPadOS 13, or later).
Note: If Location Services is turned on in Settings
> Privacy & Security > Locations Services,
photos and videos are tagged with location data that can be used by apps and photo-sharing
websites. See Control the location information you share on iPhone.

View your photos
1.
2.
3.
4.

Open Camera, then tap the thumbnail image in the lower-left corner.
Swipe left or right to see the photos you’ve taken recently.
Tap the screen to show or hide the controls.
Tap All Photos to see all your photos and videos saved in Photos.

Share and print your photos
1. While viewing a photo, tap
.
2. To share your photo, select an option such as AirDrop, Mail, or Messages.
3. To print your photo, swipe up to select Print from the list of actions.
See Use AirDrop on iPhone to send items to nearby devices.
See the Apple Support article Use AirPrint to print from your iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch.

Upload photos and keep them up to date across devices
Use iCloud Photos to upload photos and videos from your iPhone to iCloud and then access them on
other devices where you’re signed in with the same Apple ID. iCloud Photos is useful if you want to
keep your photos up to date across multiple devices or save space on your iPhone. To turn on iCloud
Photos, go to Settings

> Photos.

Use Live Text with your iPhone camera
On iPhone XS, iPhone XR, and later, Camera
can copy, share, look up, and translate text that
appears within the camera frame. Camera also provides quick actions to easily call phone numbers,
visit websites, convert currencies, and more, based on the text that appears in the frame.

1. Open Camera, then position iPhone so the text appears within the camera frame.
2. After the yellow frame appears around detected text, tap
, then do any of the following:
o Copy Text: Copy text to paste into another app such as Notes or Messages.
o Select All: Select all the text within the frame.
o Look Up: Show personalized web suggestions.
o Translate: Translate text.
o Search the web: Look up the selected text on the web.
o Share: Share text using AirDrop, Messages, Mail, or other available options.
Note: You can also touch and hold the text, then use the grab points to select specific text
and perform the actions above.
Tap a quick action at the bottom of the screen to do things like make a phone call, visit a
website, start an email, convert currencies, and more.
3. Tap

to return to Camera.

To turn off Live Text on your iPhone camera, go to Settings
Detected Text.

> Camera, then turn off Show

Note: Live Text isn’t available in all regions or languages. See the iOS and iPadOS Feature Availability
website.

Scan a QR code with your iPhone camera
You can use Camera
or the Code Scanner to scan Quick Response (QR) codes for links to
websites, apps, coupons, tickets, and more. The camera automatically detects and highlights a QR
code.

Use the camera to read a QR code
1. Open Camera, then position iPhone so that the code appears on the screen.
2. Tap the notification that appears on the screen to go to the relevant website or app.

Open the Code Scanner from Control Center
1. Go to Settings
> Control Center, then tap
next to Code Scanner.
2. Open Control Center, tap the Code Scanner, then position iPhone so that the code appears on
the screen.
3. To add more light, tap the flashlight to turn it on.

Edit Cinematic mode videos on your iPhone
On iPhone 13 models, Cinematic mode applies a depth-of-field effect that keeps the subject of your
video sharp while creating a beautifully blurred foreground and background. In the Photos app
you can change the focus subject where the effect is applied, and adjust the level of background
blur—or depth of field—in your Cinematic mode videos. You can also turn off the effect.
Cinematic mode videos recorded on iPhone 13 models and iPhone 14 models can be edited on
iPhone XS, iPhone XR, and later models with iOS 15 or later.

,

Turn off the Cinematic effect
1. In Photos, open a video you recorded in Cinematic mode, then tap Edit.
2. Tap Cinematic at the top of the screen, then tap Done.
Repeat these steps to turn Cinematic mode back on.

Change the focus subject in a Cinematic mode video
Camera automatically identifies where to focus while you record in Cinematic mode and can
automatically change focus if a new subject is identified. You can also change the focus subject
manually.
1. In Photos, open a video you recorded in Cinematic mode, then tap Edit.
White dots under the frame viewer indicate where Camera automatically changed the focus
while recording. Yellow dots indicate where the focus was manually changed.
2. Play the video, or slide the white vertical bar in the frame viewer, to the point where you want
to change the focus.
3. Tap the new subject, outlined in yellow, on the screen to change the focus; double tap to set
automatic focus tracking on the subject.
A yellow dot appears under the frame viewer to indicate the focus was changed.

Note: You can also touch and hold the screen to lock the focus at a specific distance from the
camera.
4. Repeat the steps above to change focus points throughout the video.
To remove a manual focus change, tap the yellow dot under the frame viewer, then tap

.

5. Tap Done to save your changes.
Tap
to toggle between Camera’s automatic focus tracking and your manually selected focus
points.
After you save your changes, you can revert a Cinematic mode video to the original if you don’t like
your edits. Open the video, tap Edit, then tap Revert.

Adjust the depth of field in a Cinematic mode video
1. In Photos, open a video you recorded in Cinematic mode, then tap Edit.
2. Tap

at the top of the screen.

A slider appears below the video.
3. Drag the slider left or right to adjust the depth of field effect, then tap Done.
To undo the change after you save, open the video, tap Edit, then tap Revert.

Export Cinematic mode videos to your Mac
You can use AirDrop to transfer Cinematic mode videos—with depth and focus metadata—from your
iPhone to your Mac to edit in other apps.
1. In Photos, open the Cinematic mode video, then tap
.
2. Tap Options at the top of the screen, turn on All Photos Data, then tap Done.
3. Tap AirDrop, then tap the device you want to share with (make sure the device you’re sharing
with has AirDrop turned on).
For information about editing Cinematic mode videos on your Mac using Photos, see Edit a
Cinematic mode video in Photos on Mac.
For information about editing Cinematic mode videos on your Mac using Final Cut Pro, iMovie, or
Motion, see the Apple Support article Edit Cinematic mode video in Final Cut Pro, iMovie, and Motion
on Mac.
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Edit photos and videos on iPhone
After you take a photo or video, use the tools in the Photos app
to edit it on your iPhone. You can
adjust the light and color, crop, rotate, add a filter, and more. If you don’t like how your changes look,
tap Cancel to revert back to the original.
When you use iCloud Photos, any edits you make to your photos and videos are saved across all your
devices.

Adjust light and color
1. In Photos, tap a photo or video thumbnail to view it in full screen.
2. Tap Edit, then swipe left under the photo to view the effects you can edit such as Exposure,
Brilliance, Highlights, and Shadows.
3. Tap the effect you want to edit, then drag the slider to make precise adjustments.
The level of adjustment you make for each effect is indicated by the outline around the
button, so you can see at a glance which effects have been increased or decreased. Tap the
effect button to toggle between the edited effect and the original.

4. Tap Done to save your edits, or if you don’t like your changes, tap Cancel, then tap Discard
Changes.

Tip: Tap

to automatically edit your photos or videos with effects.

Crop, rotate, or flip a photo or video
1. In Photos, tap a photo or video thumbnail to view it in full screen.
2. Tap Edit, tap
, then do any of the following:
o Crop manually: Drag the rectangle corners to enclose the area you want to keep in the
photo, or you can pinch the photo open or closed.
o

Crop to a standard preset ratio: Tap
16:9, or 5:4.

o

Rotate: Tap

o

Flip: Tap

, then choose an option such as square,

to rotate the photo 90 degrees.
to flip the image horizontally.

3. Tap Done to save your edits, or if you don’t like your changes, tap Cancel, then tap Discard
Changes.

Straighten and adjust perspective
1. In Photos, tap a photo or video thumbnail to view it in full screen.
2. Tap Edit, then tap
.
3. Swipe left under the photo to view the effects you can edit: Straighten, Vertical, or Horizontal.

4. Tap the effect you want to edit, then drag the slider to make precise adjustments.
The level of adjustment you make for each effect is displayed by the outline around the
button, so you can see at a glance which effects have been increased or decreased. Tap the
button to toggle between the edited effect and the original.
5. Tap Done to save your edits, or if you don’t like your changes, tap Cancel, then tap Discard
Changes.

Apply filter effects
1. In Photos, tap a photo or video thumbnail to view it in full screen.
2. Tap Edit, then tap
to apply filter effects such as Vivid, Dramatic, or Silvertone.
3. Tap a filter, then drag the slider to adjust the effect.
To compare the edited photo to the original, tap the photo.
4. Tap Done to save your edits, or if you don’t like your changes, tap Cancel, then tap Discard
Changes.

Undo and redo edits
As you edit a photo or video, tap
steps.

and

at the top of the screen to undo and redo multiple edit

Tip: You can tap the photo or video to compare the edited version to the original.

Copy and paste edits to multiple photos
You can copy the edits you made to one photo (or video) and paste them onto another photo, or a
batch or photos, all at once.
1. Open the photo or video that contains the edits you want to copy.
2. Tap

, then tap Copy Edits.

3. Tap to return to your library.
4. Tap Select, then tap the thumbnails of the photos you want to paste the edits onto. Or, open a
single photo or video.
5. Tap

, then tap Paste Edits.

Revert an edited photo or video
After you edit a photo or video and save your changes, you can revert to the original.
1. Open the edited photo or video, then tap
2. Tap Revert to Original.

Change the date, time, or location

.

You can change the date, time, and location that’s stored within the photo or video’s metadata
information. See See photo and video information.
1. Open the photo or video, then tap
.
2. Tap Adjust Date & Time or Adjust Location.
3. Enter the new information, then tap Adjust.
To change the date, time, or location of a batch of photos, tap Select, tap the thumbnails you want to
change, then follow the steps above.
You can revert a photo or video to its original date, time, or location. Tap
Time or Adjust Location, then tap Revert.

, tap Adjust Date &

Write or draw on a photo
1. In Photos, tap a photo to view it in full screen.
2. Tap Edit, then tap

.

3. Annotate the photo using the different drawing tools and colors. Tap
to magnify or add a
caption, text, shapes, or even your signature.
4. Tap Done to save your edits, or if you don’t like your changes, tap Cancel.

View photos in the Photos app on iPhone
Use the Photos app

to find and view all of the photos and videos on your iPhone.

How photos and videos are organized in Photos
You navigate Photos using the Library, For You, Albums, and Search buttons at the bottom of the
screen.

•
•

•
•

Library: Browse your photos and videos organized by days, months, years, and all photos.
For You: View your memories, shared photos, featured photos, and sharing suggestions in a
personalized feed; see Watch memories in Photos and Share photos with Sharing
Suggestions.
Albums: View albums you created or shared, and your photos organized automatically by
categories—for example, People & Places and Media Types; see Organize photos in albums.
Search: Type in the search field to search for photos by date, location, caption, or objects they
contain. Or browse photos already grouped by important events, people, places, and
categories; see Search for photos.

Browse photos in your library
To browse your photos and videos by when they were taken, tap Library, then select any of the
following:
•
•
•
•

Years: Quickly locate a specific year in your photo library.
Months: View collections of photos that you took throughout a month, organized by significant
events—like a family outing, social occasion, birthday party, or trip.
Days: View your best photos in chronological order, grouped by the time or place the photos
were taken.
All Photos: View all of your photos and videos.

Tip: When viewing All Photos, pinch the screen to zoom in or out. You can also tap
out, view photos by aspect ratio or square, filter photos, or see photos on a map.

to zoom in or

Years, Months, and Days views are curated to show your best shots, and visual clutter like similar
photos, screenshots, whiteboards, and receipts aren’t shown. To see every photo and video, tap All
Photos.

View individual photos
Tap a photo to view it in full screen on your iPhone.
Double-tap or pinch out to zoom in on the photo—drag to see other parts of the photo; double-tap or
pinch closed to zoom back out.
Tap

to add the photo to your Favorites album. See Use albums in Photos.

Tip: When viewing a Live Photo

Tap

, touch and hold the photo to play it.

or drag the photo down to continue browsing or return to the search results.

See photo and video information
To see saved metadata information about a photo or video, open it, then tap
Depending on the photo or video, you see the following details:

or swipe up.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

People identified in the photo
A caption field to describe the photo or video, and make it easier to find in Search
Items detected by Visual Look Up
Whether the photo was shared with you in Messages or another app
The date and time the photo or video was taken; tap Adjust to edit the date and time
Camera metadata such as lens, shutter speed, file size, and more
Where the photo or video was taken; tap the link to view the location in Maps; tap Adjust to
edit the location

Play videos and slideshows in the Photos app on
iPhone
Use the Photos app
to play videos you’ve recorded or saved on your iPhone. You can also create
slideshows of the photos, videos, and Live Photos in your library.

Play a video
As you browse photos and videos in the Photos app, tap a video to play it on your iPhone. While it
plays, you can do any of the following:
•
•
•

Tap the player controls below the video to pause, unmute, favorite, share, delete, or see video
information; tap the screen to hide the player controls.
Double-tap the screen to switch between full screen and fit-to-screen.
Touch and hold the frame viewer at the bottom of the screen to pause the video, then slide
the viewer left or right to move back or forward.

Make and play a slideshow
You can create a slideshow to view a collection of photos and videos that you choose from your
library. Slideshows are automatically formatted and set to music.
1. Tap Library, then view photos by All Photos or Days.
2. Tap Select.
3. Tap each photo you want to include in the slideshow, then tap
4. Tap Slideshow from the list of options.

.

To change the slideshow theme, music, and more, tap the screen while the slideshow plays,
then tap Options.
Note: You can also make a slideshow from an album. Tap Albums, tap the album you want to create
a slideshow from, then follow the steps above.

Delete or hide photos and videos on iPhone
In the Photos app
, you can delete photos and videos from your iPhone or hide them in the
Hidden album. You can also recover photos you recently deleted. Photos you delete and hide are

saved in the Hidden and Recently Deleted albums, which you unlock using your iPhone
authentication method.
When you use iCloud Photos on iPhone, any photos you delete or hide are synced across your other
devices.

Delete or hide a photo or video
In Photos, tap a photo or video, then do either of the following:
•

Delete: Tap
to delete a photo from your iPhone and other devices using the same iCloud
Photos account.
Deleted photos and videos are kept in the Recently Deleted album for 30 days, where you
can recover or permanently remove them from all devices.

•

Hide: Tap

, then tap Hide in the list of options.

Hidden photos are moved to the Hidden album. You can’t view them anywhere else.
To turn off the Hidden album so it doesn’t appear in Albums, go to Settings
then turn off Hidden Album.

> Photos,

Delete or hide multiple photos and videos
While viewing photos in an album or in the Days or All Photos view in your library, do either of the
following:
•

Delete: Tap Select, tap or drag your finger on the screen to select the items you want to

•

delete, then tap
.
Hide: Tap Select, tap or drag your finger on the screen to select the items you want to hide,
tap

, then tap Hide.

Recover or permanently delete deleted photos
To recover deleted photos, or to permanently delete them, do the following:
1. Tap Albums, then tap Recently Deleted under Utilities.
2. Tap Select, then choose the photos and videos you want to recover or delete.
3. Choose Recover or Delete at the bottom of the screen.

Unlock Recently Deleted and Hidden albums
The Recently Deleted and Hidden albums are locked by default. You unlock these albums using your
iPhone authentication method—Face ID, Touch ID, or your passcode.
To change the default setting from locked to unlocked, go to Settings
Use Passcode.

> Photos, then turn off

Trim video length and adjust slow motion on
iPhone
In the Photos app
, you can trim a video you recorded on your iPhone to change where it starts
and stops. You can also adjust the portion of a video that appears in slow motion when you record in
Slo-mo mode.

Trim a video
1. In Photos, open the video, then tap Edit.
2. Drag either end of the frame viewer below the video to change the start and stop times, then
tap Done.
3. Tap Save Video to save only the trimmed video, or Save Video as New Clip to save both
versions of the video.

To undo the trim after you save, open the video, tap Edit, then tap Revert.
Note: A video saved as a new clip can’t be reverted to the original.

Change the slow-motion section of a video shot in Slo-mo mode

1. Open a video shot in Slo-mo mode, then tap Edit.
2. Drag the white vertical bars beneath the frame viewer to set where the video is played in slow
motion.

Use albums in Photos on iPhone
Use albums in the Photos app
to view and organize your photos and videos. Tap Albums to view
your photos and videos organized into different categories and media types, like Videos, Portrait, and
Slo-mo. You can also look at your photos arranged on a world map in the Places album, or browse
your photos based on who’s in them in the People album.
The Recents album shows your entire photo collection in the order that you added them to your
library and the Favorites album shows photos and videos that you marked as favorites.

If you use iCloud Photos, albums are stored in iCloud. They’re up to date and accessible on devices
where you’re signed in with the same Apple ID. See Use iCloud Photos on iPhone.

Create a new album
1. Tap Albums at the bottom of the screen.
2. Tap

, then choose New Album.

3. Name the album, then tap Save.
4. Tap the photos you want to add to the album, then tap Add.
To create a shared album, see Share photos with Shared Albums in iCloud.

Add a photo or video to an album
1. Open the photo or video in full screen, then tap
.
2. Tap Add to Album, then do one of the following:
o Start a new album: Tap New Album, then give the album a name.
o Add to an existing album: Tap an existing album under My Albums.

Add multiple photos and videos to an album
1. When viewing multiple thumbnails, tap Select at the top of the screen.
2. Tap the photo and video thumbnails you want to add, then tap
.
3. Tap Add to Album, then do one of the following:
o Start a new album: Tap New Album, then give the album a name.
o Add to an existing album: Tap an existing album under My Albums.

Remove photos and videos from an album
1. Open the album, then tap the photo or video you want to remove to view it in full screen.

2. Tap
o
o

, then choose one of the following:
Remove from Album: The photo is removed from that album, but remains in other
albums and your library.
Delete from Library: The photo is removed from all albums and your library and moves
to the Recently Deleted album.

To remove multiple photos or videos from an album, tap Select, tap the photo and video thumbnails
you want to remove, then tap

.

Edit and organize albums on iPhone
You can rename, rearrange, and delete albums in the Photos app
. You can also create folders
to contain multiple albums. For example, you could create a folder named “Vacations,” and then
create multiple albums within the folder of all your vacations. You can also create folders inside
folders.

Rename, rearrange, and delete albums
1. Tap Albums, then tap See All.
2. Tap Edit, then do any of the following:
o Rename: Tap the album name, then enter a new name.
o Rearrange: Touch and hold the album’s thumbnail, then drag it to a new location.
o Delete: Tap
3. Tap Done.

.

Albums that Photos creates for you, such as Recents, People, and Places, can’t be deleted.

Organize albums in folders
1. Tap Albums, then tap
.
2. Choose New Folder.
3. Name the folder, then tap Save.
4. Open the folder, tap Edit, then tap

to create a new album or folder inside the folder.

Filter and sort photos and videos in albums on
iPhone
You can filter and sort photos and videos in the albums you create in the Photos app
. For
example, you can filter an album to show only videos, only photos, or photos and videos you marked
as favorites. You can also sort photos and videos in an album by newest to oldest, oldest to newest,
or in a custom order.

Filter photos and videos in an album
1. Open an album, then tap
.
2. Tap Filter, then choose how you want to filter the photos and videos in the album.
3. Tap Done.
To remove a filter from an album, tap

, tap All Items, then tap Done.

Sort photos and videos in an album
1. Open an album, then tap
.
2. Tap Sort, then choose how you want to sort the photos and videos in the album.
To move an individual photo, touch and hold the thumbnail, then drag it to a new location for a
custom sort.

Duplicate and copy photos and videos on iPhone
In the Photos app
on iPhone, you can duplicate a photo or video while preserving the original
version. You can also copy a photo and then paste it into another document such as an email, text
message, or presentation.

Duplicate a photo or video
1. Open a photo or video, then tap
2. Tap Duplicate.

.

A duplicate copy appears next to the original in your library.

Duplicate multiple photos or videos
1. Tap Library, then tap All Photos or Days.
2. Tap Select, then tap the thumbnails you want to duplicate.
3. Tap

, then tap Duplicate.

Copy a photo
1. Open a photo, then tap
.
2. Tap Copy, then paste the photo into another document.

Copy multiple photos or videos
1. Tap Library, then tap All Photos or Days.

2. Tap Select, then tap the thumbnails you want to copy.
3. Tap
, then tap Copy.
4. Paste the copies into another document.

Find and delete duplicate photos and videos on
iPhone
The Photos app
identifies duplicate photos and videos in your photo library in the Duplicates
album. You can merge duplicate photos and videos to save space and clean up your library.
1. Tap Albums, then tap Duplicates below Utilities.
Duplicate photos and videos appear next to each other.
2. Tap Merge to combine the duplicates, then tap Merge [number] Items.
Merging combines the highest quality version and all of the relevant data across the
duplicates, and keeps that one in your library. The remaining duplicates are moved to the
Recently Deleted album.
If you don’t have any duplicate photos or videos in your library, the Duplicates album doesn’t appear.

Search for photos on iPhone
When you tap Search in the Photos app
, you see suggestions for people, places, and photo
categories to help you find what you’re looking for, or rediscover a moment you forgot about. You can
also type a keyword into the search field—for example, a person’s name, date, or location—to help
you find a specific photo.

Tap Search, then tap the search field at the top of the screen to search by any of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Date (month or year)
Place (city or state)
Business names (museums, for example)
Category (beach or sunset, for example)
Events (sports games or concerts, for example)
A person identified in your People album (see Find and identify people in Photos)
Text (an email address or phone number, for example)
Caption (see See photo and video information)

Tip: Looking for something more specific? Refine your search with multiple keywords—simply keep
adding keywords until you find the right photo. Search also suggests keywords to add to your search.

Find and identify people in Photos on iPhone
The Photos app
recognizes faces in your photos and sorts them in the People album. When you
add names to the faces, you can search for photos by a person’s name.

Name a person in a photo

When you identify a person in a photo, they’re automatically added to your People album and
identified in other photos in your library.
1. Open a photo of the person, then tap
or swipe up to see the photo details. People
identified in the photo appear in the bottom-left corner of the photo. Unnamed people have a
question mark next to their picture.

2. Tap the face of a person with a question mark next to their photo to identify them, then tap
Tag with Name.
3. Type their name, tap Next, then tap Done.

Name a person in your People album
1. Tap the People album, then tap the face of the person whose name you want to add.
2. Tap Add Name at the top of the screen, then enter the person’s name.
3. Tap Next.
If a face is identified as two or more people in the People album, tap Select, tap each
instance of the person, then tap Merge.
4. Tap Done.

Find photos of a specific person
To find photos of a specific person, do either of the following:

•
•

Tap Albums, tap the People album, then tap the face of a person to see all of the photos
they’re in.
Tap Search, then enter a person’s name in the search field.

Set a person’s key photo
1. Tap the People album, then tap the face of a person.
2. Tap Select, then tap Show Faces.
3. Choose the photo you want to set as the key photo.
4. Tap

, then tap Make Key Photo.

Favorite a person
Mark the people that you interact with the most as a favorite so that it’s easier to find them.
1. Tap the People album.
2. Tap

next to the person’s photo.

To favorite multiple people at once, tap Select, tap each person that you want to favorite,
then tap Favorite at the bottom of the screen.

Fix misidentifications
1. Tap the People album, then tap the face of a person.
2. Tap Select, then tap Show Faces.
3. Tap the misidentified face.
4. Tap

, then tap Not This Person.

Sort people alphabetically or manually in the People album
1. Tap the People album.
2. Tap
o
o

, tap
then choose one of the following:
Sort people alphabetically: Tap Name.
Sort people manually: Tap Custom Order, then touch and hold the photo of person and
drag it to a new position.

Feature a person in your People album less frequently
You can make photos of certain people less likely to appear in your memories and featured photos,
and in the Photos widget.
1. Open the People album, then tap the face of the person you want to see less often.
2. Tap
, then tap Feature [name] Less.
3. Choose Feature This Person Less or Never Feature This Person, then tap Confirm.
See Manage memories and featured photos in Photos on iPhone to further customize the photos
that appear in your memories and featured photos, and in the Photos widget.

Remove a person from your People album
1. Tap the People album, then tap the face of the person you want to remove.
2. Tap

, then tap Remove [name] from People.

When you use iCloud Photos, your People album is kept up to date on all your devices that meet
these minimum system requirements: iOS 11, iPadOS 13, or macOS 10.13. (You must be signed in
with the same Apple ID on all the devices.)

Browse photos by location on iPhone
The Photos app
creates collections of your photos and videos in the Places album based on
where they were taken. View photos taken in a specific location, or look for photos taken nearby. See
a collection of all your places on a map, or even watch a memory of a certain place.

Browse photos by location
1. Tap Albums, then tap the Places album.
2. Select Map or Grid view.
Only pictures and videos that have embedded location information (GPS data) are included.
Tip: Pinch the map to zoom in and out, or drag to see more locations.

See where a photo was taken
1. Open a photo, then swipe up to see photo information.
2. Tap the map or address link to see more details.
To change the location or address where the photo was taken, see Change the date, time, or
location.

Watch a location-based memory
1. Tap Albums, tap the Places album, then tap Grid.
2. Find a location with several images, then tap the location heading.
3. Tap

.

Share photos and videos on iPhone
You can share photos and videos from the Photos app
in Mail or Messages, or other apps you
install. Photos even selects your best photos from an event and recommends people you may want
to share them with.

Share photos and videos
•
•

Share a single photo or video: Open the photo or video, tap
, then choose a share option.
Share multiple photos or videos: When viewing a screen with multiple thumbnails, tap Select,
then tap the thumbnail of the photos and videos you want to share. Tap
share option.

•

, then choose a

Share photos or videos from a day or month: Tap Library, tap Days or Months, tap
tap Share Photos and choose a share option.

, then

When iCloud Photos is turned on, you can share multiple full-quality photos with an iCloud link.
iCloud links remain available for 30 days, can be viewed by anyone, and can be shared using any
app, such as Messages or Mail.
You can also use Shared Albums to share photos and videos with just the people you choose. See
Use iCloud Shared Albums with iPhone.
Note: The size limit of attachments is determined by your service provider. For devices or services
that don’t support Live Photos, a Live Photo is shared as a still photo.

Share photos with Sharing Suggestions
Sharing Suggestions recommends a set of photos from an event that you may want to share and,
based on the people in the photos, who you may want to share them with. The people you share with

receive a message with a link to iCloud.com to view your photos. Your shared collection is active for
30 days, but you can stop sharing the collection at any time.
Photos identifies the people in your photos using the identifications you set up in the People album.
See Find and identify people in Photos. If a person in the suggested photos isn’t identified in your
People album, you’re prompted to create a contact for them before you can share the photos. See
Add and use contact information.
After you share your photos, the recipients are prompted to share their photos from the event with
you. iCloud Photos must be turned on to see Sharing Suggestions, but the photos you share can be
viewed by anyone.
1. Tap For You, then tap a photo collection below Sharing Suggestions.
Tap Select if you want to remove any photos from the collection.
2. Tap Next, then tap Share in Messages.
Photos suggests sharing the photos you took with the people who were also at the event. You
can choose who to share with, as well as add others.
3. Tap

.

To remove a photo collection from Sharing Suggestions, tap the collection, tap
Remove Sharing Suggestion.

, then tap

To stop sharing a link you already sent, tap For You, then tap the collection below iCloud Links. Tap
, then tap Stop Sharing.
Need more help? See the Apple Support article Use Sharing Suggestions in Photos.

Save or share a photo or video you receive
•

From email: Tap to download the item if necessary, then tap
then choose a sharing or saving option.

. Or, touch and hold the item,

•

From a text message: Tap the photo or video in the conversation, tap

, then choose a

sharing or saving option. You can also tap
in the Messages conversation to save the
photo or video directly to your Photos library.
•

From an iCloud link: Tap
in the Messages conversation to save the collection directly to
your Photos library. To share the collection, open Photos, tap For You, then tap the collection
under iCloud Links. Tap

, then tap Share.

View photos and videos shared with you on iPhone

When someone shares photos and videos with you using the Messages app, you can easily find
them in the Shared with You section in the Photos app
turned on in Settings

. (Automatic Sharing and Photos must be

> Messages > Shared with You, and your friend must be in your contacts.)

1. Tap For You, then scroll down to Shared with You.
2. Do any of the following:
o Tap a photo to view it in full screen, save it to your library, share it, or delete it.
o Tap See All to view all photos shared with you.
o Tap the name of the person who shared the photo, then reply to them using the
Messages app.
You can also tap Library, then tap All Photos to see photos and videos shared with you in Messages.
These photos and videos have a chat bubble in the bottom-left corner of the thumbnail. Tap the
thumbnail to share the photo or video, save it to your library, or delete it. To hide photos and videos
shared with you in Messages, tap

, then tap Your Photos Only.

Note: Photos and videos you don’t save from a Messages conversation are deleted in Shared with
You and your library if the conversation in Messages is deleted.
To turn off Shared with You, go to Settings > Messages > Shared with You, then turn off Photos
(green is on).

Interact with text and subjects in Photos on
iPhone
When you view a photo in the Photos app
, you can interact with the text and subjects that
appear within the photo. Use Live Text to share text, translate languages, convert currencies, and
more. With Visual Look Up, you can identify and learn about popular landmarks, statues, art, plants,
pets, and more. You can also lift the subject of a photo away from the background to copy and share
it in other documents and apps.
These features are available on iPhone XS, iPhone XR, and later.

Use Live Text
1. Open a photo or pause a video that contains text.
2. Tap
, then touch and hold the selected text.
3. Use the grab points to select specific text, then do any of the following:
o Copy Text: Copy text to paste into another app such as Notes or Messages.
o Select All: Select all the text within the frame.
o Look Up: Show personalized web suggestions.
o Translate: Translate text.
o Search the web: Look up the selected text on the web.
o Share: Share text using AirDrop, Messages, Mail, or other available options.

4. Depending on the content of the photo, you can also tap a quick action at the bottom of the
screen to do things like make a phone call, visit a website, start an email, convert currencies,
and more.
5. Tap

to return to the photo or video.

Live Text isn’t available in all regions or languages. See iOS and iPadOS Feature Availability.

Use Visual Look Up
Learn more about popular landmarks, art, statues, plants, pets, birds, insects, and spiders that
appear in your photos.
1. Open a photo in full screen;
photo.

indicates Visual Look Up information is available for that

2. Swipe up on the photo or tap
.
3. Tap the icon that appears on the photo or at the top of the photo information window to view
Siri Knowledge and more information about the object.

Visual Look Up isn’t available in all regions or languages. See iOS and iPadOS Feature Availability.

Lift a subject from the photo background
You can lift the subject of a photo away from the background so you can copy and share it in other
documents and apps.
1. Open a photo.
2. Touch and briefly hold the subject of the photo. When it’s outlined, do one of the following:
o Tap Copy, then paste the subject into an email, text message, or note.
o Tap Share, then choose a sharing option, such as AirDrop, Messages, or Mail.

Watch memories in Photos on iPhone
The Memories feature in the Photos app
creates a personalized collection of photos and videos
that are set to music and you watch like a movie. Each memory features a significant person, place,
or event from your Photos library. You can also create your own memories and share them with your
friends and family.

Play a memory
1. Open Photos, then tap For You.
2. Swipe left below Memories, or tap See All to browse through your memories.
3. Tap a memory to play it. As you watch, you can do any of the following:
o
o
o

Pause: Touch and hold the screen, or tap the screen, then tap
at the bottom of the
screen.
Go backward or forward: Swipe left or right on the screen, or tap the screen, then slide
the frames at the bottom of the screen.
Restart a video: Tap the left side of the screen while the video plays.

Create a memory
You can create your own memory from an event, a specific day in your library, or an album.
1. Tap Library, tap Days or Months, then tap
.
2. Tap Play Memory Video.

. Or, tap Albums, open an album, then tap

Share a memory
1. Tap For You, then play the memory you want to share.
2. While the memory plays, tap the screen, tap

, then choose how you want to share.

Share photos from a memory
You can share multiple or individual photos from a memory.
1. Tap a memory to play it.
2. While the memory plays, tap the screen, then tap

.

3. Tap

, tap Select, then tap the photos you want to share.

4. Tap

, then choose how you want to share.

Add a memory to Favorites
Tap For You, then tap
the screen, tap

in the top-right corner of the memory. Or, while a memory is playing, tap

, then tap Add To Favorites.

To view your favorite memories, tap For You, tap See All next to Memories, then tap Favorites.

Personalize your memories in Photos on iPhone
In the Photos app
, you can edit your memories to make them even more personal. Try out
Memory mixes, which lets you apply different songs with a matching photographic look. You can also
choose new songs, edit the title of a memory, change the length, and remove photos. Apple Music
subscribers can add from the millions of songs available in the Apple Music library.

Add a Memory mix
Memory mixes are curated combinations of different songs, pacing, and styles that change the look
and feel of a memory.
1. Tap For You, then tap a memory to play it.
2. Tap the screen, then tap
.
3. Swipe left to view different Memory mixes.
4. Tap the screen to apply a Memory mix.

Change the Memory look
Use Memory looks to apply consistent color and style adjustments to all the photos in a memory.
1. Play a memory, then tap the screen.
2. Tap
, then tap
.
3. Tap a Memory look, then tap Done.

Change the memory’s music
You can change a memory’s music by choosing from memory soundtracks or Apple Music’s
suggested songs. Apple Music subscribers can also access their Apple Music library and view
suggested songs based on musical preferences or the content of the memory.
1. Play a memory, then tap the screen.
2. Tap

, then tap

.

Apple Music subscribers can tap

to search for songs in the Apple Music library.

3. Tap a song, then tap Done.

Edit the memory title and subtitle

You can change or edit the title and subtitle of a memory.
1. Tap
in the top-right corner of the memory, then tap Change Title.
2. Enter the new title or subtitle in the text field, then tap Save.

Change the length of a memory
Depending on the number of photos in a memory, you can change the length of a memory to be
short, medium, or long.
1. Play a memory, then tap the screen.
2. Tap

, then tap Short, Medium, or Long.

Add or remove photos from a memory
1. Play a memory, then tap the screen.
2. Tap
, then tap Manage Photos.
3. Tap photos without a checkmark to add them to the memory; tap photos with a checkmark to
remove them from the memory.
4. Tap Done.

Delete a memory
1. Tap For You, then tap
2. Tap Delete Memory.

in the top-right corner of the memory you want to delete.

Feature certain content less frequently in memories
You can make certain people and photos less likely to appear in your memories and featured photos,
and in the Photos widget.
1. Tap For You, then tap
in the top-right corner of the memory.
2. Tap Feature Less, then choose to feature fewer photos of a specific person, date, or place
from that memory.

Manage memories and featured photos in Photos
on iPhone
The Photos app
can show certain people, places, days, and holidays less frequently or not at all
in your memories and featured photos and in the Photos widget. You can also turn off memories and
featured photos in the Photos app and widget on your iPhone Home Screen.

Show a person less frequently or not at all
1. Open a photo of the person you want to show less often.

2. Tap
, then tap Feature This Person Less.
3. Choose Feature This Person Less or Never Feature This Person, then tap Confirm.
Note: You can also show a person less often if they appear in your People album. See Feature a
person in your People album less frequently.

Show certain content less frequently in memories
1. Tap
at the top of the memory.
2. Tap Feature Less, then depending on the memory, tap one of the following:
o Feature a Person Less
o Feature This Place Less
o Feature This Holiday Less
o Feature This Day Less
o Feature These Days Less
If you choose Feature a Person Less, select the person you want to show fewer photos of,
then tap Next. Choose Feature This Person Less or Never Feature This Person, then tap
Confirm.
Tip: To turn off all memories that feature holiday events in your home country or region, go to
Settings

> Photos, then turn off Show Holiday Events.

Note: If you choose to feature a person less often, but then want to see that person again, you need
to reset your Memories settings. Go to Settings > Photos, tap Reset Suggested Memories, then tap
Reset to confirm.

Turn off Memories and Featured Photos
You can turn off the Memories and Featured Photos features in the For You section of the Photos
app and the Photos widget. Go to Settings

> Photos, then turn off Show Featured Content.

Use iCloud Photos on iPhone
You can use iCloud Photos to keep the photos and videos in your Photos app securely stored in
iCloud, and in sync on your iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, Mac, Apple TV, and Windows computer. You can
also access your iCloud photos and videos in a web browser. The photos and videos you take are
uploaded automatically and stored in their original format at full resolution. Any changes you make
to your Photos collection on one device are reflected on your other devices too.
To use iCloud Photos, make sure that you sign in with the same Apple ID on all devices and that your
devices meet these minimum system requirements: iOS 8.3, iPadOS 13.1, macOS 10.10.3, or a PC
with iCloud for Windows 7.x.

Turn on iCloud Photos

1. Tap Settings
, then tap [your name].
2. Tap iCloud.
3. Tap Photos, then turn on Sync this iPhone.

Save space on your iPhone
iCloud Photos can help you make the most of the storage space on your iPhone. When Optimize
iPhone Storage is turned on, all your full-resolution photos and videos are stored in iCloud in their
original formats, with storage-saving versions kept on your iPhone as space is needed.
Optimize iPhone Storage is turned on by default. To turn it off, go to
Settings

> [your name] > iCloud > Photos, then tap Optimize iPhone Storage.

Get more iCloud storage
If your uploaded photos and videos exceed your storage plan, you can upgrade to iCloud+ for more
storage and additional features. See Subscribe to iCloud+ on iPhone.

Use iCloud Shared Albums with iPhone
With Shared Albums in the Photos app
, you can share photos and videos with just the people
you choose. They can also add their own photos, videos, and comments. Shared Albums works with
or without iCloud Photos and My Photo Stream.

Turn on Shared Albums
Go to Settings

> [your name] > iCloud > Photos, then turn on Shared Albums.

Create a new shared album
1. Tap Albums, tap
, then tap New Shared Album.
2. Give the album a name, then tap Next.
3. Choose people to invite, or type an email address or phone number, then tap Create.

Turn on public viewing in iCloud
1. Tap Albums, then select a shared album.
2. Tap

, then turn on Public Website.

When Public Website is on, anyone with the URL can view the album.

Add photos and videos to a shared album

1. Tap Albums, select a shared album, then tap
.
2. Select all the items you want to add, then tap Done.
3. Add a comment (optional), then tap Post.

Manage subscribers and notifications
Select the shared album, tap
•

, then do any of the following:

Add subscribers: Tap Invite People, then enter the names of the subscribers you want to add.
Subscribers can add photos and videos to the album. Turn off the Subscribers Can Post
button so only you can add photos and videos.

•
•

Remove subscribers: Tap the name of the subscriber, then tap Remove Subscriber.
Turn notifications off: Tap the Notifications button. Tap again to turn notifications on.

Delete photos, videos, and comments from a shared album
You must be the owner of the shared album to delete photos or videos.
•

Delete photos and videos: In a shared album, tap Select. Select the photos or videos you

•

want to delete, then tap
.
Delete comments: While viewing the comment in a shared photo, touch and hold, then tap
Delete.

Rename a shared album
1. In Albums, scroll to Shared Albums, then tap See All.
2. Tap Edit, then tap the name of the album and enter a new one.

Subscribe to a shared album
When you receive an invitation, tap
email.

, then tap Accept. You can also accept an invitation in an

Note: To use Shared Albums, your iPhone must be connected to the internet. Shared Albums works
over both Wi-Fi and cellular networks. Cellular data charges may apply. See Connect iPhone to the
internet.

Import photos and videos on iPhone
You can import photos and videos directly to the Photos app
from a digital camera, an SD
memory card, or another iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch that has a camera. Use the Lightning to USB
Camera Adapter or the Lightning to SD Card Camera Reader (both sold separately).

1. Insert the camera adapter or card reader into the Lightning connector on iPhone.
2. Do one of the following:
o Connect a camera: Use the USB cable that came with the camera to connect the
camera to the camera adapter. Turn on the camera, then make sure it’s in transfer
mode. For more information, see the documentation that came with the camera.
o Insert an SD memory card into the card reader: Don’t force the card into the slot on
the reader; it fits only one way.
o Connect an iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch: Use the USB cable that came with the device
to connect it to the camera adapter. Turn on and unlock the device.
3. Open Photos on your iPhone, then tap Import.
4. Select the photos and videos you want to import, then select your import destination.
o Import all items: Tap Import All.
o Import just some items: Tap the items you want to import (a checkmark appears for
each), tap Import, then tap Import Selected.
5. After the photos and videos have been imported, keep or delete them on the camera, card,
iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch.
6. Disconnect the camera adapter or card reader.

This guide copied from Apple Official website and edited by
iphone14manual.com for iPhone user’s.

